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SCREENING FOR DYSLEXIA 
Policy, Emerging Research, and Best Practices 

In recent years, there has been a sharp increase in the number of states seeking to reform 

education for students with dyslexia. Although states vary in their approaches to reform, state legislation 

has tended to promote (1) a common definition of dyslexia, (2) universal screening during elementary 

school, (3) academic, preventative intervention in the early grades, (4) the use of evidence-based 

interventions, (5) the use of explicit and/or structured sequences of instruction, (6) professional 

development to facilitate these objectives, and (7) appointing advisory boards to assist with the 

implementation challenges at the district level (Gearin, Turtura, Kame’enui, Nelson, & Fien, 2018; see also 

Youman & Mather, 2013, 2015, 2018). Each of these legislative considerations has potential to add to 

existing challenges and opportunities or to create new ones for school systems. 

Universal screening for dyslexia risk is one of the most promising, but most challenging 

elements of the dyslexia education reform effort. Although the Individual with Disabilities Education Act 

(IDEA, 2004), includes dyslexia as a part of the specific learning disability definition and while there is 

some degree of definitional agreement, there is still variation in how states provide screening 

specifically for dyslexia. At the time of this writing, twenty-one states have opted legislation inclusive 

of universal screening systems for risk for dyslexia (National Center on Improving Literacy, 2018). Many 

other states are considering such legislation. Previous initiatives, particularly Reading First, emphasized 

universal screening and shared other objectives with the newer dyslexia initiatives. 

The term screening refers to the brief evaluation of a defined population of individuals to identify 

the risk for performing below a specified threshold or benchmark on a specified outcome (Morabia, 2004). 

Screenings in the medical community are commonplace, such as the routine evaluation of blood pressure 

being measured as a screen for hypertension or blood being drawn to screen for diabetes or risk for heart 

disease via levels of cholesterol. In these examples, screening for health disorders requires a balance of 

benefits and risks. The main benefit of screening for health risk is that individuals who present with a positive 
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test result, such as high blood pressure, can be provided with early treatment such as recommended 

lifestyle changes that may reduce the risk for heart disease. A positive screening for a disorder or its risk 

may also lead to additional evaluation before interventions are provided, such as the use of medications to 

reduce risk for heart disease (e.g., anti-hypertensives or cholesterol reducing drugs). It is important to 

consider other contextual factors associated with screening such as the accuracy and utility of screening 

devices, financial costs (e.g., for buying screening materials or training personnel), increased anxiety for 

the tested individual, the provision of unnecessary treatments to those who are incorrectly screened as at 

risk for a disorder, or the failure to provide necessary treatment to individuals who are incorrectly screened 

as not at risk for a disorder.  

The purpose of universal screening for dyslexia risk is very different than the purpose of diagnosing 

dyslexia. Screening determines the level of risk for reading problems in general and the potential risk of 

having or developing dyslexia. It is not appropriate to use screening results to formally diagnose whether 

an individual actually has dyslexia. Accordingly, universal screening for dyslexia risk follows a qualitatively 

different process than the process used for diagnosing dyslexia. Screening procedures for dyslexia risk 

should be efficient and inexpensive and should be used for all students in a classroom. In contrast, 

diagnosis or identification of dyslexia requires more comprehensive, time consuming, and expensive 

evaluation procedures and should only be applied to individuals in the population that have demonstrated 

elevated levels of risk demonstrated by screening results, have not responded adequately for generally 

effective early reading intervention, or both. 

Valid screening methods should go hand in hand with valid identification and diagnostic methods. 

The chief benefit of universal screening for dyslexia risk is that it could prevent the reading problems 

associated with early common, but often under-identified reading disability. Reading intervention in early 

elementary school clearly reduces the risk for a reading problem in general, and specifically word-level 

reading problems epitomized by dyslexia. It is of paramount importance that states, districts, and schools 

take action to improve services for students with dyslexia, which begins with efforts at early screening and 

preventative intervention. 
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Although universal screening for dyslexia risk could potentially help many students struggling with 

reading, it also poses risks and challenges for school systems and the students within them. Implementing 

an effective universal screening system to understand students’ risk for reading disabilities, including 

dyslexia, is not a simple matter of selecting and administering a one-time test to select children. Rather, all 

students in all grades should be screened multiple times a year. The most important issue is the reliability 

and validity of decisions made by professionals and families based on the screening method. Developing 

an effective screening system for dyslexia requires an inherent trade-off between correct and incorrect 

classifications from the screener, and more importantly, the risks associated with two types of incorrect 

screening results; one where the screener says the student is at risk but doesn’t perform below a specified 

threshold or benchmark on a specified outcome (false positive error) and one where the screener says the 

student is not at risk but ends up performing below a specified threshold or benchmark on a specified 

outcome (false negative error). The issue with false positives is resource driven. If the screener generates 

too many false positive errors, it can drain and potentially become a waste of resources to provide 

intervention and/or additional assessment to students who did not need the extra support. However, the 

consequences of a false negative error, which could mean lack of access to early reading intervention, is 

perhaps more serious because of the need for students with or at risk for dyslexia to receive explicit reading 

instruction as early as possible in the period where reading acquisition is prioritized (kindergarten – 

Grade 2). Accounting for the reliability and validity of scores from screener assessments with special 

attention to the types of errors that are made in screening systems is critical. Scores from a given 

screener may be unreliable because of its poor psychometric properties or lack validity due to the 

methods not being sensitive to the risk characteristics associated with dyslexia. In these cases, the 

resultant decisions about students may be uninformative or misinformative. Alternatively, a screener 

may have good psychometric properties, but be used by educators or families in ways that are not 

supported by research or the purposes of the screener. For example, a valid screener for determining a 

student’s risk associated with developing social skills may not be valid for determining if a child is at risk 

for a reading disability or dyslexia. 
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DESCRIPTION OF OUR PAPER SECTIONS 

Given the importance of the early identification of dyslexia, the present paper aims to provide an 

overview and some insight into what is known about screening for dyslexia risk. Section I provides a brief 

overview of “what is dyslexia” and the importance of screening for dyslexia risk. In Section II of this paper, 

we discuss the neurological and behavioral aspects relevant to dyslexia as well as the emerging research 

in both areas. Section III provides a robust presentation of viewpoints and considerations for best practices 

in behavioral screening. Section IV provides a brief overview of key statistical considerations one should 

consider when evaluating a screener with a companion technical report provided in Appendix A. Section V 

concludes with a checklist to support teachers, school psychologists, and school-based assessment teams 

in evaluating and choosing universal screeners. 
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SECTION I 
WHAT IS DYSLEXIA? 

Dyslexia is the most common learning disability, historically reported as affecting 5-17% of children 

(Cortiella & Horowitz, 2014; Shaywitz, 1998). It is commonly understood as a brain-based specific learning 

disability that impairs a person's ability to spell words in isolation accurately or to read single words fluently 

(Peterson & Pennington, 2015). It cannot be explained by poor vision or hearing or lack of motivation or 

educational opportunities. Dyslexia can have a secondary impact on reading fluency and comprehension 

on the sentence or paragraph level. In addition to its proximal impact upon reading skills, dyslexia has been 

linked with decreases in self-esteem and amount of time reading outside of school contexts, which may 

contribute to widening of gaps in reading ability, vocabulary, and background knowledge (Cunningham & 

Stanovich, 1998; Undheim, 2003). The reading impairments associated with dyslexia are unexpected in 

that individuals with dyslexia demonstrate otherwise typical learning growth. Although there is some debate 

about the precise definition of dyslexia (Peterson & Pennington, 2015), states increasingly use the 

International Dyslexia Association definition of dyslexia: 

Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurobiological in origin. It 

is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition 

and by poor spelling and decoding abilities. These difficulties typically 

result from a deficit in the phonological component of language that is 

often unexpected in relation to other cognitive abilities and the provision 

of effective classroom instruction. Secondary consequences may include 

problems in reading comprehension and reduced reading experience that 

can impede growth of vocabulary and background knowledge (Lyon, 

Shaywitz, & Shaywitz, 2003). p. 2. 
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It is worth highlighting that this definition recognizes the role of the brain in acquiring reading skills 

(i.e., neurological) as well as dyslexia’s primary symptoms being reflected by poor performance in spelling 

and fluent word reading (i.e., behavioral).  

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY SCREENING FOR DYSLEXIA RISK 

Students may be at risk for not attaining full literacy skills for a variety of reasons. For example, 

students may be at risk because they are English learners who are struggling to learn literacy skills in two 

languages simultaneously (Gersten, 1996). Their low performance on literacy tests may be a reflection of 

a language acquisition challenge rather than an indicator of an underlying disability. Of course, single-cause 

explanations rarely capture the complexity behind a student’s struggle to develop strong literacy skills 

(Maughan & Carroll, 2006; Snowling, 2012). Multiple risk factors may be interacting with each other to make 

literacy problems more pronounced than they might be if only one risk factor was present (Muter & 

Snowling, 2009). 

Early screening and intervention services are critical for students with undiagnosed literacy-related 

disabilities, including dyslexia. Screening and intervention can focus on early literacy skills as well as areas 

of self-regulation and executive control that can hinder the development of reading, writing, language 

processing, and comprehension. Schools should determine the areas of risk or literacy skills to measure 

and then choose technically adequate screening measures. Our best scientific evidence indicates that 

effective prevention and early reading intervention services should focus on the literacy-related problems 

that students who demonstrate risk experience. This includes providing intervention to students with (yet) 

undiagnosed literacy-related disabilities, including dyslexia, as well as those students who are experiencing 

literacy-related difficulties for other underlying reasons (Shaywitz, 2014). Whether the literacy-related 

difficulty is caused by dyslexia or a disability other than dyslexia, another factor (e.g. low oral language 

skills), or a combination of factors, early and intense intervention to address the difficulties is the best way 

to prevent early problems from becoming more severe over time (Connor, et al., 2014). 

The basis for long-term difficulties in learning to read is neurologically mediated. Reading is an 

acquired skill with at least two pathways that need to be programmed. One is generally referred to as a 
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dorsal or sublexical route that deals with parts of words and involves the capacity to link what is known 

about the sound structure of language (phonological awareness) with print (the alphabetic principle). The 

second is a ventral or lexical route that deals with rapid orthographic processing of larger chunks of words 

and whole words based on the statistical or computational probabilities in which the visual symbols making 

up written language are ordered. The dorsal part of the reading network largely involves brain regions 

naturally associated with language processing; the ventral part of the reading network involves areas that 

naturally deal with visual expertise (e.g., letters and words). The brain is not naturally programmed to read, 

but makes use of systems designed for other purposes; however, exposure to print, usually through 

instruction, is necessary to program these areas to mediate reading. 

In people with little print exposure, the brain must associate print and sounds through the sublexical, 

dorsal system. As phonological awareness develops, the person must deal with increasing large chunks of 

words to develop a repertoire of sight words instantly recognized with direct access to meaning, which leads 

to minimization of the need for sublexical decoding and is an indirect and inefficient pathway to meaning. 

Experience is essential for the ventral experience. Both the dorsal and ventral parts of the reading network 

operate in processing words but are differentially activated depending on the properties of the words and 

the experience of the reader. The key is early access to print so that the vental system can be programmed 

for rapid processing. In people with dyslexia, it is more difficult to program these systems, and earlier, more 

explicit instruction is required. If instruction is not early enough, the person at risk for dyslexia will not get 

the print exposure necessary to program these systems and develop the capacity for automatic reading 

that is essential for comprehension. Neuroscience helps explain the demonstrable efficacy of early reading 

intervention in preventing dyslexia and the need for long-term remedial intervention that has to be even 

more explicit and long-term in cases in which the reading problem was not detected, or the person did not 

respond adequately to intervention. Early screening becomes the key. Although neurobiological methods 

(i.e., neuroimaging and genetic) are not yet available or affordable for mass screening, behavioral methods 

that utilize the types of tasks used to activate the brain are available. However, the neurobiological research 

field is essential for the discovery of the etiology of language-based learning disabilities. It can characterize 
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when along a child’s developmental trajectory brain development becomes atypical and can examine 

potential differences between subsequent good and struggling readers before behavior can be measured. 
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SECTION II 
NEUROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SCREENING 

Considerable research has been conducted to clarify the neurobiological aspects of reading 

development, including the brain network involved in pre-reading skills, single and complex text reading, 

reading fluency and comprehension. Furthermore, many research studies have examined components of 

the reading networks that may be altered, and how typical and atypical reading networks develop over time 

using structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain (e.g., Martin, Kronbichler, & Richlan, 2016; 

Richlan, Kronbichler, & Wimmer, 2013; Lyytinen, Erksine, Hamalainen, Torppa, & Ronimus, 2015). 

Neuroimaging research has given us a first glimpse into the developing reading circuit which is primarily, 

but not exclusively, located in the left hemisphere of the brain. For instance, it has been shown that in the 

initial stages of reading development, specifically single word reading, superior temporal regions that are 

involved in oral language processing during early childhood start forming connections with temporo-parietal 

and subsequently occipito-temporal brain regions (e.g., Pugh et al., 2001). Although the temporo-parietal 

regions (also may be referred to as dorsal) have been shown to be supporting the integration of phonology 

and orthographical patterns, the occipito-temporal (also may be referred to as ventral) region, also 

often called the visual-word-form area, supports the rapid identifications of letters and words (e.g., 

Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; Price & Devlin, 2011). With increasing reading experience, inferior frontal 

regions are integrated into the reading circuit to support lexical access, semantics and executive 

functioning, important for reading fluency and comprehension (e.g., Price, 2012; Rimrodt et al., 2008). 

Structural and functional differences between individuals with and without dyslexia have been reported 

in all components of the reading network. Studies employing MRI have shown reduced gray matter 

volume indices and cortical thickness in children and adults with dyslexia compared to their peers 

(e.g., Lyytinen et al., 2015). Furthermore, functional hypoactivation (reduced activation) have been 

reported in the components of the reading network for a variety of tasks including phonological 

processing, letter recognition and word identification. These differences can even be observed in 

comparison to younger children with similar reading levels to suggest that individuals with dyslexia 

exhibit fundamental alterations within the reading 
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network and they do not have delayed brain maturation as frequently suggested (Hoeft et al., 2006; Hoeft 

et al., 2007). Additionally, alterations in white matter tracts have been reported for individuals with dyslexia 

compared to their peers, suggesting that atypical brain development can be observed on the cortical level 

as well as for structural and functional connections between cortical regions (e.g., Klingberg et al., 2000, 

Wang et al., 2016; Rimrodt, Peterson, Denckla, Kaufmann, & Cutting, 2010; Yeatman et al., 2011). These 

fundamental differences in atypical brain development between individuals with dyslexia and their peers 

have also been reported in studies using electroencephalography (EEG; Ozernov-Palchik & Gaab, 2016) 

and have shown that the observed differences between children who subsequently develop dyslexia or do 

not are present prior to the onset of formal reading development. This finding suggests that dyslexia is not 

a result of the daily struggle to learn to read but predates the onset of reading instruction (Im, Raschle, 

Smith, Ellen Grant, & Gaab, 2015). Differences between children who subsequently develop reading 

impairments, including dyslexia or who have a familial risk, have been observed as early as infancy and 

preschool (e.g., Langer et al., 2015; Leppanen et al., 2012; Molfese, 2000; Molfese, Molfese, & Modgline, 

2001; Raschle, Chang, & Gaab, 2011). 

BEHAVIORAL CONSIDERATIONS IN SCREENING 

The Simple View of Reading (SVR; Gough & Tunmer, 1986) is the prevailing view that 

understanding individual differences in reading comprehension is a function of decoding and linguistic 

comprehension skills (Longian, Burgess, & Schatschneider, 2018). As such, universal screening 

processes in kindergarten appear to be most successful when inclusive of phonological 

awareness tasks (e.g., phoneme segmentation, blending, onset and rime), rapid automatic naming 

tasks (e.g., letter naming fluency), letter-sound association, and phonological memory (Catts et al., 

2015). In first grade, reading and language screening may also include tasks associated with phoneme 

awareness and segmentation and be expanded to include letter manipulation, nonword repetition, oral 

vocabulary, and word recognition fluency (Compton et al., 2010). In second grade, assessment may 

move towards word identification (i.e., real and nonsense words), oral reading fluency, and reading 

comprehension (Universal Screening, 2017). These screening 
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assessments are brief and, with training, relatively easy to administer to all children, and they can help 

capture each child’s reading and language strengths and weaknesses in key early stages of development. 

STATE AND SCHOOL-LEVEL APPROACHES TO SCREENING.

There is evidence that diverse approaches to behavioral screening are being employed by schools 

based on current legislation. First, state laws and state-issued dyslexia handbooks vary in terms of their 

screening recommendations and requirements. For instance, Alabama requires screening in kindergarten 

on letter naming skills, letter sound skills, phoneme segmentation skills, and nonsense word fluency skills 

(Alabama State Board of Education, 2016). In grades 1-2, students should be screened on accuracy of 

word reading, spelling skills, phonemic decoding efficiency skills, and sight word reading efficiency. In 

contrast, Nevada requires that grades K-3 screening include: phonological and phonemic awareness; 

sound-symbol recognition; alphabet knowledge; decoding skills; rapid naming skills; and encoding skills 

(Nevada Department of Education, 2015). Certain states (e.g., Oregon and Washington) make similar 

recommendations, but also recommend that family history be considered as part of the screening process. 

Thus, while states are broadly similar in terms of the constructs they measure and when, there is not one 

common approach to screening. 

Secondly, states differ in terms of the resources they provide for locating screeners. Many state 

education agencies have issued handbooks, resource guides, or other documents meant to help school 

districts locate potentially useful screeners. It is somewhat difficult to generalize about the contents of 

these documents because over 20 different screeners are recommended across states and it is not 

always clear what screener is being recommended due to inconsistent and incomplete references. 

States have also taken different approaches with the regard to specificity with which they 

recommend screeners. For instance, some states recommend assessment systems (e.g., DIBELS; 

University of Oregon, 2018) whereas others recommend subtests by target construct (e.g., 

DIBELS Letter Naming Fluency for assessing alphabet knowledge). Both “brand-name” (e.g., CORE 

Phonics Survey; Scholastic, 2002) and state-developed measures (e.g., Arkansas Rapid Automated 

Naming; Arkansas Department of Education, 2017) are represented across state lists. State lists also 

recognize screeners that vary in terms of their 
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approaches to administration and scoring. For instance, both behavioral measures to be completed by the 

student and observational measures to be completed by teachers have been recognized as potentially 

useful. Similarly, individually-administered and grouped-administered tests and computerized and paper-

and-pencils screeners have been recognized as useful. AIMSWeb (Shinn & Shinn, 2002) and DIBELS are 

among the measures that appear on the majority of state lists. 
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SECTION III 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR BEST PRACTICES IN UNIVERSAL SCREENING 

There is broad agreement that schools should implement early screening (e.g. as early as 

preschool and kindergarten) and intervention programs. However, there are converging and diverging 

viewpoints on how this implementation should occur. For instance, state laws and expert opinion generally 

favor the use of universal screening within a multi-tiered system of support (MTSS; Gearin et al., 2018; 

Youman & Mather, 2015). Within such frameworks, students are screened early and at multiple timepoints 

to assess risk for dyslexia and reading disabilities in general (e.g., twice per year in grades K-3). Scores 

that assess risk for dyslexia are then used to make instructional decisions, such as grouping or the 

delivery of intensive intervention specially designed to address individual student needs. There is also 

widespread agreement that school systems should carefully attend to the foundational elements of 

MTSS when implementing universal screening. These elements include: (a) the technical adequacy 

and efficiency of screeners, (b) contextual factors affecting implementation (e.g., cost and knowledge 

requirements), and (c) the ways in which screening data will ultimately inform placement and 

instruction (Adlof, Scoggins, Brazendale, Babb, & Petscher, 2017; Pentimonti, Walker, & Zumeta, 

2017; Poulsen et al., 2017). Finally, there is basic agreement about how to gauge the technical adequacy 

of screeners. The National Center on Intensive Intervention conducts independent, standardized reviews 

of screening measures to help schools select an appropriate screening tool. 

On the other hand, viewpoints related to the screening issues tend to diverge when it comes to the 

many specific decisions that schools must make when implementing universal screening in an MTSS. 

Virtually every aspect of the implementation process has been subject to debate over the past few decades, 

from the selection of screeners, to the best use of screening scores (e.g., Breaux et al., 2017a; Gillis, 2017; 

VanDerHeyden & Burns, 2017). Several factors likely contribute to the diverging viewpoints. The first factor 

is the sheer number of decisions school systems must make when implementing universal screening. 

Effectively implementing universal screening is not a simple matter of selecting and administering a test. 
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School administrators and educators must consider when the screener will be administered, to whom, and 

how the scores will be used. Because each one of these decisions must be evaluated against the local 

context, and because school systems differ in terms of their student populations, financial resources, 

technical infrastructure, and schedules, what is best-practice for one school and its students might not be 

deemed best practice for another. 

A second factor complicating the identification of best-practices is that screening for any condition 

usually involves tradeoffs in risks, costs, and benefits. For instance, one screener might be highly sensitive 

and occasionally indicate the presence of a condition in individuals who do not actually have it (i.e., a false 

positive), while another screener may be less sensitive and occasionally fail to indicate the presence of a 

condition (i.e., a false negative). The first scenario may lead to unnecessary treatment for the condition, 

while the latter scenario may lead to the lack of necessary treatment. Because screening involves a balance 

between values, it can be difficult to gain universal support for a particular practice. Much of the on-going 

research on dyslexia screeners aims to elucidate how various aspects of screening (e.g., the number of 

measures, the level of cut scores, the administration protocol) can be adjusted to achieve a better balance 

between cost and benefits (e.g., Andrade, Andrade, & Capellini, 2015; Johnson, Jenkins, Petscher, & Catts, 

2009; Piasta, Petscher, & Justice, 2012). Together, there is an extensive array of legislative, practical, and 

contextual considerations related to identifying and supporting students with dyslexia. While some accord 

exists between states, a complex picture of screening for dyslexia risk emerges. 

The recommendation to administer dyslexia screenings in schools before 3rd grade is based on 

research on the prevention and early remediation of reading problems, including dyslexia intervention 

research. Three empirical findings support the use of screening for dyslexia risk in the early grades. First, 

reading problems can be prevented, and early problems remediated, through early identification. Early 

identification through screening assessments allows interventions to be implemented effectively as soon 

as possible. Second, patterns of reading development are established early once school begins and 

are stable over time unless interventions are implemented to increase student progress (Good, 

Kaminski, Simmons, & Kame'enui, 2001; Juel, 1988; Shaywitz, Escobar, Shaywitz, Fletcher, & 

Makuch, 1992; Torgesen, 2000, 2001). Third, without intense interventions, struggling readers do not 

eventually “catch up” 
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to their average performing peers—in fact, the gap between strong and weak readers increases over time 

(Torgesen, 2000, 2001). Reading interventions that begin in third grade and beyond are likely to be less 

successful and less cost-effective than interventions that begin in the earlier grades. The later interventions 

begin, the longer they take to work, the longer they need to be implemented each day, and the less likely 

they are to produce desired effects (Adams, 1991; Good, Simmons, & Kame'enui, 2001; Snow, Burns, & 

Griffin, 1998; Stanovich, 1986; Torgesen, 2000, 2001). All of these findings are undergirded by the 

neurobiological research reviewed above. 

The purpose of a dyslexia screening assessment is to identify students at risk for dyslexia and 

reading difficulties and students on track for successful reading outcomes. Screening data are used to make 

decisions about the level of instructional support students need. Students at high risk of dyslexia and poor 

reading proficiency—that is, students well below grade level reading expectations—should receive more 

instructional support than students who are on track for solid reading proficiency. Schools should provide 

at least three levels of instructional support for students, based on the risk that students face for poor overall 

reading proficiency: 

1. Core classroom instruction for students reading at or above grade level (i.e., low risk for

dyslexia and reading problems)—these students meet or exceed reading proficiency

expectations;

2. Moderate additional support for students reading somewhat below grade level expectations

(moderate risk for dyslexia and reading problems)—these students nearly meet reading

expectations or are below reading proficiency expectations. These students would benefit from

small group interventions (e.g., Tier 2) that include phonemic awareness and phonics

instruction that is tailored to their needs;

3. Intense additional support for students reading well below grade level expectations (at high risk

for dyslexia and reading problems)—these students are well below reading proficiency

expectations. These students would benefit from small group intensive interventions (e.g., Tier

3) that include phonemic awareness and phonics instruction.
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In terms of screening students for dyslexia and reading problems, the recommendation is that, in 

the absence of a progress monitoring system that assesses students’ response to intervention instruction 

and growth multiple times per year, a screening assessment should be administered to all students in K-3 

two times per year (e.g., beginning and end of the school year). The first screening assessment of the 

school year should be administered as early as possible (e.g., within two weeks to one month of the start 

of school) so that the information can be acted on right away. Although screening this early may be useful 

as a baseline to capture kids early, it is critical to note that as students are developing in their skills, many 

kindergarten screening assessments present with floor effects (e.g. Catts et al., 2008) resulting in very high 

false positive rates. The need to collect screening data early in the school year, and the need to collect it 

frequently in most grades and with all students, means that screening assessments should be efficient to 

administer. Fortunately, there are screening measures available that are efficient to use in K-3, and that 

provide strong information about level of student reading risk (NCII, 2018). 

Dyslexia screening assessments should directly measure students’ proficiency on essential 

reading content or essential pre-literacy measures (depending on the student’s grade level/skill level). In 

the early elementary grades (K-3), screening assessments should focus on the development of a number 

of different foundational skills necessary for skillful reading. In kindergarten, knowledge of the alphabet, 

assessed through letter naming, is the most valuable screening tool (Adams, 1990). Also, early in 

kindergarten, students’ developing awareness of the phonemic structure of spoken words is a good 

predictor of reading, and thus a strong screening measure (Adams, 1990; O'Connor & Jenkins, 1999; 

Spector, 1992). Assessing both letter knowledge and phonological awareness skills early in kindergarten 

should be part of a screening system in reading. By the middle and end of kindergarten, schools should 

screen students for problems with alphabetic understanding (phonics) as well as oral language. In first, 

second, and third grades regular assessments of word and/or reading fluency should be used to screen 

students for problems with fluent reading and for likely problems with reading comprehension. In 4th grade 

through the beginning of high school, it is recommended that reading fluency or computer adaptive 

assessments be administered two to three times per year. Particularly for students reading below grade 

level, fluency assessments may help determine if fluency problems are contributing to reading 
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comprehension problems. A recommended screening protocol will look as following; however, many school 

districts should carefully consider and identify their respective personnel and resources available to follow 

these protocols: 

• Select screening assessment(s) through a careful process that take into account the population 

of interest, the scope of the assessment, the reliability and validity of scores, and the 

classification accuracy of the screener relative to specified outcome (see Appendix A for 

details).

• Administer screening assessment(s) at necessary intervals.

• Immediately following each screening assessment, enter the data into a database and print the 

screening reports.  

• Hold team meetings after each school-wide screening assessment.  A grade level team 

meeting in the primary grades, and cross-discipline team meetings in upper grades, should 

occur after each school-wide screening assessment to analyze the screening reports and 

determine instructional grouping and placement decisions for each student.

• Engage parents/families in decision making and keep them updated on child performance. 
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SECTION IV 
CORE STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN BEHAVIORAL SCREENING 

This section provides a brief presentation of tenets that underpin the reliability, validity, and 

classification accuracy of screening scores to support the process of choosing and using appropriate 

assessments. Appendix A presents an expanded view of this section along with statistical concepts of 

screeners more frequently seen in academic journals, book chapters, and technical reports. We 

provide this information as a way to introduce the reader to processes that should be present in 

a screener assessment’s technical report so that careful, robust evaluation of tools may take place 

to gauge the appropriateness for one’s local screening context. Core concepts and statistical 

underpinnings of school-based screening have been covered extensively in educational and 

psychological literature (e.g., Glover & Albers, 2007; Schatschneider, Petscher, & Williams, 2008). In 

many ways, these exemplar sources take advantage of, or presume, a reader’s knowledge of more 

basic conceptual and statistical concepts that themselves undergird the screening process. These 

concepts include reliability, validity, and classification accuracy. 

RELIABILITY

The most basic definition of reliability is the consistency of a set of scores for a measure, yet this 

definition may be deceptively simplistic in the context of psychometrics due to the number of ways it can 

be estimated. Different forms of reliability of include internal consistency, alternate-form, test-retest, split-

half, and inter-rater. Careful evaluation of a screener’s reliability is necessary as not all forms of reliability 

are created equal (see Appendix A). 

VALIDITY 

Just as reliability is multifaceted in nature, so is the concept of validity to the point that we may be 

able to provide an alphabetized and non-exhaustive sample of forms of validity that include aetiological, 

conclusion, concurrent, construct, content, convergent, criterion, discriminant, ecological, external, face, 
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factor, hypothesis, in situ, internal, nomological, predictive, translational, treatment, and washback. At its 

core, validity is simply concerned with the extent to which something measures what it purports to measure. 

A word reading test should measure word reading and not receptive vocabulary. An historical perspective 

of validity was that three independent forms of validity existed (i.e., content, criterion, and construct validity) 

and could be readily interchanged (Messick, 1995). Content validity is primarily established by the 

consistency of expert judgments that test content is related to its described use. A classical definition of 

criterion validity is the simple correlation between a test score and an outcome score, and construct validity 

is concerned with the interpretation and use of scores (Messick, 1995). Messick (1989) sought to 

reconceptualize all forms of validity as forming a cohesive, unified framework of construct validity. This 

framework includes six areas that should be evaluated to measure a test, including a screener’s, construct 

validity (see Appendix A). 

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 

The language around classification accuracy and the process by which students are correctly or 

incorrectly identified as at risk is diverse in the same ways as reliability and validity. Classification accuracy 

is a form of concurrent and predictive validity that looks at how a sample of individuals falls into one of two 

outcome groups (i.e., within an educational context, those who perform at or above a cut point on an 

outcome and those who perform below a cutpoint on an outcome. In the medical literature, the classic two 

outcome groups are those who are noted as failing the outcome or passing the outcome) based on two 

screener groups (i.e., at risk or not at risk on the screen). When a sample of individuals are given a screener 

assessment and a have a score on an outcome measure that would be considered the best available 

benchmark (typically called a gold standard outcome), a 2x2 contingency matrix (Table 1) can be created 

from which one is able to mathematically calculate important classification accuracy indexes. 
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Table 1. Sample 2x2 contingency table 

Outcome 

Screen Fail Pass 

At Risk A: True Positive B: False Positive 

Not At Risk C: False Negative D: True Negative 

Four cells characterize student performances on the screen and outcome measure: Cell A individuals are 

called True Positives as these are individuals who were identified as at risk on a screener and performed 

below the set threshold on the outcome (e.g., below the 20th percentile of a standardized reading test); Cell 

B individuals are called False Positives as they were classified as at risk on the screener but ultimately 

performed at or above the set threshold on the outcome (e.g., above the 20th percentile of a standardized 

reading test); individuals in Cell C are False Negatives as they were identified as at risk on the screener 

and performed below the set threshold on the outcome; and Cell D are the True Negative individuals who 

were not at risk on the screener and performed at or above the set threshold on the outcome. Each cell by 

itself provides meaningful information about base classifications; however, there are ancillary computations 

that result in statistics that researchers and practitioners use to evaluate the screening efficiency at given 

screener-outcome cut-point selections and may be broadly classified as population-based indices, sample-

based indices, and overall contextual indices (see Appendix A).  
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SECTION V 
DECISION MAKING 

The number of considerations when creating, evaluating, choosing, or using a screener for dyslexia can be 

overwhelming. In this final section, we provide guidance and questions to consider when selecting screener 

assessments. When reviewing a screener technical report, tool chart, or summary of the assessment, we 

recommend the following list of questions to guide your discussions: 

POPULATION OF INTEREST 

1) How is the population defined?
a) What is the intended age range for the assessment?
b) How is the outcome (e.g., dyslexia, learning disability) defined?

2) When the screener was normed, did the sample reflect your intended population?
a) How similar is the norming sample to your local environment?
b) Is the sample size for validating the screener sufficient for the analyses?
c) Were multiple sites, states, or regions used to validate the screener? 

SCOPE OF ASSESSMENT 

3) How is the outcome from question 1b operationally defined?
a) What is the outcome by which students are judged to have a skill deficiency (e.g.,

standardized word reading test)?
b) What cut-point is used on the outcome from question 3a to define “failure”?
c) Is the cut-point from 3b reasonable for your local environment?
d) Is the content on the screener reflective of what should be measured?
e) Is the screener a measure of accuracy (e.g., total score) or automaticity (e.g., fluency)?

i) If the screener is computer adaptive, is the content developmentally appropriate
for your local environment?

f) Does the screener use more than one assessment?
i) If yes, does the assessment provide guidance on how to use the scores in

combination with each other?
ii) If yes or no, does there appear to be good conceptual alignment between the

screener and the outcome?
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STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

RELIABILITY 

4) What type(s) of reliability are reported?
a) If the screener is item-based, is internal consistency reported?
b) If test-retest is reported, what is the spacing between testing occasions?
c) If alternate-form or split-form reliability is reported, is another form of reliability reported?
d) Are at least two forms of reliability reported?
e) What level of reliability is reported?

i) If the screener is not computer adaptive, is the internal consistency
(1) At least .80 (important for research decisions)?
(2) At least .90 (important for decision-making purposes)?

ii) If the screener is computer adaptive
(1) Is only marginal reliability reported (i.e., overall)?
(2) Is reliability across a range of ability reported?
(3) What is the level of reported reliability?

VALIDITY 

5) Content Validity
a) Has the domain been well defined (see question 1)?
b) Is the domain relevant as defined?
c) Is the content appropriate for the local environment (see question 3.e.i)?

6) Substantive Validity
a) Is there a reporting of how the test design matches the construct?

7) Structural Validity
a) Are there tests of the factor structure/dimensionality reported (e.g., exploratory or

confirmatory factor analysis)?
8) Generalizability

a) For Bias, has one of the following types of analyses been used to test that the screener is
not biased against subgroups (e.g., sex, race, poverty, students with disabilities, dual
language learnings)

i) Item-level bias analysis (e.g., differential item functioning)
ii) Test-level bias analysis (e.g., differential classification accuracy)

9) External
a) Convergent Validity

i) Are correlations reported between the screener score and scores from an
assessment on a related construct?

ii) Are the correlations at least .60?
b) Discriminant Validity

i) Are correlations reported between the screener score and scores from an
assessment on an unrelated construct?

ii) Are the correlations no greater than .20?
c) Predictive Validity
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i) Are correlations reported between the screener score at one time point and
scores on an assessment at a later time point?

ii) Are the correlations at least .20?
10) Consequential Validity

a) Does the report document any intended or unintended side effects for those who are
identified or misidentified based on the selected cut-points?

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 

11) Is Sensitivity reported?
a) Is it at least .80?
b) Is a confidence interval reported and is the lower bound of the confidence interval at least

.80?
12) Is Specificity reported?

a) Is it at least .80?
b) Is a confidence interval reported and is the lower bound of the confidence interval at least

.80?
13) What is the Area under the curve?

a) Is it at least .80?
b) Is a confidence interval reported and is the lower bound of the confidence interval at least

.80?
14) What is the False Positive rate?
15) What is the False Negative rate?

The totality of these 15 organizing considerations are to provide a deeper dive into the world of 

behavioral screening and many of the guiding principles that researchers use when they evaluate, create, 

choose, or use screening assessments. 

DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORK. Screening for dyslexia risk should be enveloped with a 

decision-making framework that answers four fundamental questions. 

1. Is the student at risk for dyslexia or not meeting essential pre-reading and reading goals?

Student assessments can screen students for dyslexia or reading difficulties, and the data

help determine the level of reading risk students face. Students with moderate to high risk

for dyslexia should be provided validated interventions that focus on explicit phonemic

awareness and phonics.

2. Is the student making enough reading progress to read proficiently and reach important

reading goals? Frequent reading assessments can monitor the progress students are

making toward overall proficient reading and important reading goals. These assessments
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can help determine if students at risk for dyslexia are responding adequately to validated 

interventions and/or if interventions should be modified or intensified. 

3. Is the student reading with sufficient proficiency to meet grade level reading expectations

and essential reading goals? Summative or outcome assessments can determine if

students are reading proficiently and are reaching important reading goals.

4. For students not making adequate reading progress despite intense intervention, what

additional intervention approaches have the best chance of improving the rate of reading

progress? Diagnostic assessments can provide detailed information about students’

reading skills for the purpose of developing and implementing individualized interventions

for students.

Assessments are needed to answer each of these four questions, and the information is used to 

make specific educational decisions (Consortium on Reading Excellence, 2008; Kamil et al., 2008). Often, 

an assessment measure a school uses for one purpose can also be used for additional purposes. In 

particular, the same assessment measure, administered at different points in time, can frequently be used 

to screen students for dyslexia or reading problems, monitor reading progress over time, and determine if 

students have met important reading outcomes. 

With competing approaches and definitions to dyslexia, along with an array of screening tools and 

areas, it is important to be aware of and employ empirically-supported and evidenced-based 

practices. First, it is important to know the scientific traditions from which dyslexia research has 

emerged. Developmental neuroscientists along with behavioral and cognitive researchers, have 

advanced considerably our understanding of how structural and functional impairments can 

negatively impact information processing directly related to reading skills. For instance, it has been 

shown that the functional and structural brain characteristics of dyslexia are present prior to the onset of 

formal reading instruction provided in school. Through fruitful collaborations between cognitive and 

behavioral scientists and developmental cognitive neuroscientists, a greater understanding of the 

brain-based etiology and behavioral and cognitive symptomology of dyslexia has emerged. For 

instance, Gabrieli (2009) noted brain-based assessments and markers enhance the accuracy with which 

behavioral measures alone are able to 
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predict dyslexia. While the traditions complement one another in many ways, neuroscience researchers 

are careful to note the additional contributions neural measures offer are moderate and lack sensitivity and 

specificity, and therefore may not yet warrant the cost and logistical issues associated with their use with 

young children (Ozernov-Palchik & Gaab, 2016b). 

CONCLUSION 

There is little debate as to whether the early identification of students is a useful mechanism 

by which students who are at risk for reading problems, including dyslexia, can be routed to appropriate 

next steps such as intensive early interventions (in preschool or kindergarten) or more in-depth 

diagnostic testing for diagnoses of reading disabilities. The current paper serves to highlight core 

considerations and questions one may use in choosing a screener for use in elementary 

school settings. A final recommendation we provide to summarize the presented work is to 

underscore the importance of researcher-practitioner partnership. As practitioners look to use 

screeners in their local contexts that may present with varying student characteristics, there may be 

challenges in how one chooses a screener. The process of screener selection can seem daunting 

when considering the number of technical quality standards presented here. Through researcher-

practitioner partnerships, the complexities may be mitigated such that researchers may learn about the 

local context to then support the practitioner in weighing the trade-offs such as: 1) characteristics of 

students in the school compared to those in the screener validation study; 2) the scope of assessment 

related to content and the screening needs in the school; and 3) which forms of reliability, validity, and 

classification accuracy should be preferred and at what level of reporting. The intended fruit of such 

partnerships would be a smaller set of screening tools identified that demonstrate close correspondences 

between intent of the screener and appropriateness for the context, and ideally a working collaborative 

between front-line educators in schools and researchers to continue to enhance screening practices. 
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APPENDIX A 
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR EVALUATING DYSLEXIA 

SCREENERS 

An organizing heuristic to ground our discussion is displayed in Figure 1 and portrays behavioral 

screening concepts as a hierarchy. The base consideration of a screener is the population of interest (e.g., 

students with dyslexia, students with language disorders), followed by the scope of assessment (e.g., what 

type of risk is being screened, what kind of screener is being developed or used, what is its compatibility 

with needs), and then statistical considerations of reliability, validity, classification accuracy. It is the 

cumulative aspect of these components that should then inform the decision-making process. 

Figure 1. Foundational screening assessment considerations 
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POPULATION OF INTEREST. Although a seemingly intuitive part of behavioral screening, a

well-defined population of interest informed by etiology and symptomatology is the critical foundation for 

evaluating, creating, or choosing a screener for direct services in a school setting. For example, if the 

intended population is, children with dyslexia, there is a necessary but insufficient aspect to this brief 

descriptor. The developmental part of the population has been identified (i.e., children) as well an identified 

outcome (i.e., dyslexia) that separates the individuals from other identified outcomes (e.g., students with 

language disorders, students with behavioral disabilities). However, it is lacking in specificity for the age 

range of the population and the expected symptomology associated with the identification outcome. A close 

correspondence between what is developmentally appropriate in content for measurement and the 

identified outcome safeguards against poor assessment decision making, such as screening for 

dyslexia risk in preschool age children with a non-word fluency assessment or administering a letter 

name fluency task to fifth grade students. 

SCOPE OF ASSESSMENT. This level of building or evaluating behavioral screeners is

multidimensional with significant depth and is inclusive of issues such as: alignment between the 

operationalized outcome (e.g., what risk is being screened for; Keenan & Meenan, 2014) and the 

operationalized screener (e.g., what risk is being screened by; Glover & Albers, 2007), whether the screener 

is speed-based (e.g., time-limited) or power-based (e.g., fixed-item or computer adaptive accuracy 

measures), and whether single or multiple assessments should be combined (e.g., Compton et al., 2010). 

Assessment scope issues such as compatibility with service delivery needs, localizing screeners, and 

frequency of administration have been covered extensively elsewhere (e.g., Glover & Albers, 2007; 

Schatschneider, Petscher, & Williams, 2008). 

SCREENER-OUTCOME ALIGNMENT. Alignment between how dyslexia is operationalized

as an outcome (e.g., poor word reading or poor reading comprehension) and what a screener measures in 

content has important implications for the screening process, as not all assessments are created equally. 

To illustrate, even where reading comprehension assessments, such as the Gray Oral Reading Test 

(GORT), Qualitative Reading Inventory – 3 (QRI), Woodcock-Johnson Passage Comprehension – 3 
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(WJPC), and Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIAT) are viewed as standardized, norm-referenced 

tests of reading comprehension, individuals who are identified as having poor comprehension skills may 

vary according to which measure may be used. In a sample of 995 children, Keenan and Meenan (2014) 

found that for those students achieving at the lowest 10% of the distribution of each assessment, only 39%-

56% of students were consistent across pairs of the assessment. That is, when categorizing students at or 

below the 10th percentile of the WJPC, only 39% of those students were found to be at or below the 10th 

percentile of the GORT. Not only can variability exist in who gets identified based on the operationalized 

outcome, but so too can the interplay between outcome and screener matter. Cutting and Scarborough 

(2006) found that the amount of variance explained in reading comprehension varied when using the same 

measures of decoding and oral language as independent variables but different standardized reading 

comprehension dependent variables. When using the Weschler Individual Achievement Test 72% of the 

variance was explained by the decoding and oral language predictors compared with 67% in the Gates-

MacGinitie Reading Comprehension Test, and 49% in the GORT. The way a stimulus is designed to 

measure reading skills in the screener and the outcome assessment is critical to understand when 

evaluating screening assessments, as there are important implications for who is identified with dyslexia 

based on the alignment between the screener and the outcome. 

SPEED-POWER ASSESSMENTS. The research on trade-offs between speed-based

assessments, such as curriculum-based measurements (CBM) that measure speed and accuracy (i.e., 

fluency assessments), and power-based assessments, such as computer-adaptive assessments (CAA), is 

very much in its infancy. CBM in reading have long been used for universal screening due to the brevity in 

administration and psychometric properties of reliability and validity (Petscher, Cummings, Biancarosa, & 

Fien, 2013). Computer adaptive measures have more recently permeated the screening landscape as they 

are more reliable than fixed-item assessments at the individual level (Wainer, Dorans, Flaugher, Green & 

Mislevy, 2000), and leverage accuracy-based performance without regard to automaticity (Van der Linden 

& Glas, 2000). An important consideration for CAA is that they elevate the potential for estimating the true 

correlation between assessments. That is, a known psychometric property of reliability is that a correlation 

between two assessments cannot exceed the square root of the product of the reliability for measures 
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(Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Suppose that a researcher has a screener with a reliability of .75 and an 

outcome with a reliability of .85; in this case, the maximum correlation that can be estimated is �. 75(.85) =

 .798. As the reliability of either measure changes, so does the maximum correlation. An implication for 

screening is that an advantage of CAA compared to CBM lies in the formers’ ability to maximize student-

level reliability that may then yield larger possible correlations and classification accuracy. 

Direct comparisons in the predictive utility of CBM versus CAA are limited. Shapiro, Dennis, and 

Fu (2015) examined differential predictions of AIMSweb Mathematics CBM and the STAR-Math CAA to the 

Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA). Bivariate correlations between AIMSweb Concepts 

and Applications and the PSSA were r = .61, .24, and .49 in each of grades 3, 4, and 5 respectively; 

compared to the AIMSweb Computation-PSSA correlations of r = .61, .75, and .74, and the STAR-Math-

PSSA correlations of r = .82, .88, and .70. Although no correlation contrast test was applied to these 

estimates, and one must take respective screener assessment content development, foci, and screener-

outcome alignment into account, one may surmise that a potential explanatory mechanism for a stronger 

correlation of STAR-Math to PSSA is that the CAA produces student-level precision estimates allowing for 

the possibilities of estimating larger correlations. As more CAAs are commercially available for screening, 

greater attention is needed to their utility for screening for dyslexia risk. 

UNIVARIATE OR MULTIVARIATE SCREENING. The extent to which one or more

screeners are necessary for dyslexia screening or broader reading risk is not a new discussion. As 

previously noted, a critical goal in the screening process is to ensure that false positives and false negatives 

are minimized so that more accurate screening results may be observed; however, one cannot 

simultaneously minimize both errors as it is a trade-off that test-makers make as to which of the types of 

errors is prioritized to minimize. Previous research has noted that univariate screening produces too many 

false positives (e.g., Johnson, Jenkins, & Petscher, 2010; Johnson, Jenkins, Petscher, & Catts, 2009). 

Conversely, research into multiple-screener methods reveals that multivariate screening models, such as 

two-stage screening (Compton, Fuchs, Fuchs, & Bryant, 2006; Compton et al., 2010), four-step screening 

(Gilbert, Compton, Fuchs, & Fuchs, 2012), and hybrid model approaches (Schatschneider, Wagner, Hart, 
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& Tighe, 2016; Spencer, Wagner, Schatschneider, Quinn, Lopez & Petscher, 2012) yields greater 

classification accuracy and longitudinal stability of classification by not only leveraging multiple screening 

assessments but also including measures of estimated growth on the screeners. In one of only a few 

existing screening studies for language impairment risk or dyslexia compared to typical word reading, Adlof, 

Scoggins, Brazendale, Babb, & Petscher (2017) found that a combined battery of word reading and listening 

comprehension was approximately equal in discriminatory power of identification (i.e., area under the curve; 

AUC = .79) over using only word reading (AUC = .78) in risk for language impairment for a group of second 

grade students. Moreover, risk of dyslexia was not improved by a combined battery (AUC = .85) compared 

to using only word reading (AUC = .86). 

Another contextual consideration in multivariate screening is the extent to which multiple informants 

may improve screener decision. Despite calls from the field to include and evaluate how well teacher ratings 

may improve screening (e.g., Davis, Lindo, & Compton, 2007), few studies have done so. Compton et al. 

(2012) used a battery of universal screening measures, Tier 1 and Tier 2 progress monitoring data, teacher 

ratings of student attention and behavior, standardized tests of word reading and listening comprehension, 

and tutor ratings of attention and behavior of students in Tier 2 to evaluate how much data was necessary 

for screening for non-response to instruction or intervention across tiers. Results showed that adding both 

Tier 1 progress monitoring and teacher ratings improved AUC from .88 in a model with only screeners to 

.92 with added measurements. However, it is unclear the extent to which teacher ratings served as the 

active ingredient in the moving the AUC compared to the progress monitoring data, especially in light of 

research that shows the unique value of slopes in predicting outcomes above benchmark status measures 

(e.g., Kim et al., 2010; Petscher, Kershaw, Koon, & Foorman, 2014; Schatschneider et al., 2008; Yeo et 

al., 2012; Zumeta, Compton, & Fuchs, 2012). 

It should be noted here that when viewing the scope of assessments, the tension of univariate or 

multivariate screening is related to process rather than measure. That is, screeners are developed 

individually, are frequently administered as individual assessments, and have recommendations for 

screening at the individual assessment level. The decision as to whether univariate or multivariate scores 

should be used should be informed by how well those individual assessment scores may be combined in a 
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meaningful way that collectively can improve screening beyond the utility of the individual measures. 

Further, given the previous sections that have been outlined related to considerations for scope of 

assessment, it is important that continued research evaluates alignment issues of screeners to outcomes 

and the impact of reliability on dyslexia risk screening. 

STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SCREENERS. Having reviewed the population 

of interest and the multidimensional components related to the scope of the assessment, three of the final 

four components in the Figure 1 hierarchy of evaluating a screener are statistical in nature (i.e., reliability, 

validity, and classification accuracy). Each of these features of screener psychometrics themselves are 

necessary but insufficient ingredients in creating, choosing, and using a behavioral screener. In the 

following subsections we touch on each technical standard and raise key aspects one might be mindful of 

in evaluating tools. 

RELIABILITY. The most basic definition of reliability is the consistency of a set of scores for a 

measure, yet this definition may be deceptively simplistic in the context of psychometrics due to the number 

of ways it can be estimated. Different forms of reliability of include internal consistency, alternate-form, test-

retest, split-half, and inter-rater. Careful evaluation of the reliability of screener’s scores is necessary as not 

all forms of reliability are created equal. 

INTERNAL CONSISTENCY. Internal consistency is how well a set of item-level scores from an 

assessment correlate with each other. The importance of reporting this form of reliability is that one is able 

to quickly gauge the coherence of items for a screener and then view its potential impact on correlation and 

classification accuracy (see previous section on speed-power assessments). A known limitation of internal 

consistency is that researchers frequently report it via Cronbach’s alpha, a statistic that has received 

criticism due to its easy-to-meet methodological assumptions and that it may be artificially inflated simply 

by adding items (McNeish, 2017). When reporting internal consistency via Cronbach’s alpha or alternative 

statistics such as omega total, Coefficient H, or the greatest lower bound, the ideal is for internal consistency 

to minimally exceed .80 for research purposes and .90 for clinical decision making (Nunnally & Bernstein, 

1994). 
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ALTERNATE FORM RELIABILITY. Also referred to as parallel form reliability, screener technical 

reports frequently include alternate form reliability and is defined as the consistency of scores (i.e., the 

correlation) between two different versions of the same test. This form of reliability can be useful for 

characterizing the feasibility of using different forms across groups of individuals, or within a group across 

multiple waves of data collection.  A strength in reporting alternate form reliability is that when its evidence 

is strong, the use of alternate forms allows practitioners to guard against practice effects or exposure effects 

(i.e., the likelihood for an individual to get an item right because of previous exposure to the same stimulus). 

A potential weakness of alternate form reliability is that the threshold for acceptable levels should be high 

to ensure that individual difference performances across forms are due to actual ability changes and not 

form effects. For example, an alternate form reliability of .70 might suggest a strong correlation but it also 

suggests significant non-overlap in measurement as a .70 estimate translates to only 49% shared variance 

in scores between two forms. Similarly, alternate form reliability of .90 points to very high overlap in the 

scores, but nearly 20% of the variance between the forms is unexplained. This does not by itself point to a 

fatality in form equivalence but speaks to a broader contextual issue that has emerged in last decade of 

screening research related to if, when, and how to adjust for lack of equivalence across forms of 

assessments (Christ & Ardoin, 2009; Cummings, Park, & Bauer Schaper, 2013; Francis, Santi, Barr, 

Fletcher, Varisco, & Foorman, 2008; Petscher & Kim, 2011; Stoolmiller, Biancarosa, & Fien, 2013). 

TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY. The longitudinal consistency of scores is frequently reported where the 

screener is given at two, short-interval time points. Where retest reliability can be useful is in the very short 

time-frame of administration (e.g., 1 week) to demonstrate that the relative rank ordering of scores does 

not change over time. Two limitations of this form of reliability are temporal and growth-expectation factors. 

The former refers to the amount of space that occurs for test-retest reliability; a review of many screeners 

that have been evaluated by the National Center on Intensive Intervention’s academic screening tool chart 

show example retest spacing of 1-week, 2-week, and 4-week. The greater the amount of spacing between 

testing occasions, the more that maturation effects influence the strength of the correlation. In a related 

manner, the theoretical expectation for growth is also critical for evaluating test-retest. That is, beyond 

considering the retest spacing, does a researcher expect individuals in the sample to differentially change 
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over the 1-week, 2-week, or 4-week period? To the extent that individual differences change over time, a 

low retest reliability may reflect such an expectation. 

SPLIT-HALF RELIABILITY. Split-half reliability tests for how well one portion of the screener (e.g., 

odd items) correlates with another portion of the screener (e.g., even items). Although this form of reliability 

can provide a proxy for alternate form reliability, it is also limited due to the possibility of the manipulating 

how the halves are constructed in order to achieve optimal estimates (Chakrabartty, 2013). 

INTER-RATER RELIABILITY. A final form of reliability worth evaluating is inter-rater reliability, and is 

the consistency of scores on a particular behavior between two or more raters. Inter-rater reliability is key 

when validating scores from observation tools such as teacher ratings of student behaviors (Anastopoulous, 

Beal, Reid, Reid, Power, & DuPaul, 2018) or observer ratings of oral language skills (Connor, 2017). Even 

within the context of direct student assessment, inter-rater reliability can be useful in understanding the 

extent to which differences among students in screener scores are due to administration or scoring errors. 

Cummings, Biancarosa, Schaper, and Reed (2014) evaluated the relation between examiner errors in 

scoring oral reading fluency probes and found that 16% of the variance in scores was due to examiner 

differences. Such findings underscore the potential importance of calibrating administrations of screeners 

to reduce scoring errors and misidentification. 

The interplay among reliability types in creating, choosing, and using screeners for dyslexia risk is 

balance and purpose for evaluating reported statistics based on the need for each type. If one were to take 

a set of indexes, such as social security number, date of birth, and height collected data would demonstrate 

excellent test-retest reliability but poor internal consistency (McCrae, Kurtz, Yamagata, & Terracciano, 

2011). Conversely, an assessment of stress might have good internal consistency and poor test-retest 

reliability. The choice of which forms of reliability are most important for a dyslexia screener is inextricably 

tied to the scope of the assessment. CBMs screeners operate as speeded assessments and thus do not 

report information at the item level, thus, estimates of internal consistency are not provided. Instead, these 

types of assessments rely on alternate-form and test-retest reliability. CAA screeners operate with inherent 
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equivalence across forms (i.e., all items are calibrated to the same scale). Accordingly, CAA reliability tends 

to be reported via marginal reliability (akin to internal consistency) and test-retest reliability. 

VALIDITY. Just as reliability is multifaceted in nature, so is the concept of validity to the point that 

we may be able to provide an alphabetized and non-exhaustive sample of forms of validity that include 

aetiological, conclusion, concurrent, construct, content, convergent, criterion, discriminant, ecological, 

external, face, factor, hypothesis, in situ, internal, nomological, predictive, translational, treatment, and 

washback. At its core, validity is simply concerned with the extent to which something measures what it 

purports to measure. A word reading test should measure word reading and not receptive vocabulary. An 

historical perspective of validity was that three independent forms of validity existed (i.e., content, criterion, 

and construct validity) and could be readily interchanged (Messick, 1995). Content validity is primarily 

established by the consistency of expert judgments that test content is related to its described use. A 

classical definition of criterion validity is the simple correlation between a test score and an outcome score, 

and construct validity is concerned with the interpretation and use of scores (Messick, 1995). Messick 

(1989) sought to reconceptualize all forms of validity as forming a cohesive, unified framework of construct 

validity. This framework includes the six areas that should be evaluated to measure a test, including a 

screener’s, construct validity. 

CONTENT. Evidence for content validity includes characterizations of the content’s relevance, the 

overall representativeness of the content (e.g., test items or stimuli), and the quality of the test items or 

stimuli. This form of validity is especially important when one is building an assessment, such as a screener, 

and is relevant to the scope of the assessment previously described because it provides a foundation by 

which score interpretations can be defended. That is, a domain that has been evaluated for content validity 

via the domain’s definitions, item representation, and domain relevance allow for interpretations and score 

use to be parsimoniously developed and defended (Sireci, 1998). 

SUBSTANTIVE. A general perspective of substantive validity is that this form is established by 

describing the theoretical rationales that explain consistency in one’s response to test items. Tasks such 

as rater judgment of items relative to an established taxonomy (Rovinelli & Hambleton, 1976), rater 
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judgment of the extent to which a particular knowledge-base or skill is essential to successful item 

completion (Lawshe, 1975), or calculating the proportion of raters who assign an item to its theorized 

content (Anderson & Gerbing, 1991) have all been used to provide evidence of substantive validity. 

STRUCTURAL. Structural aspects of validity are concerned with how well the structure of the 

assessment aligns with the construct domain and can be test via quantitative methods such as exploratory 

or confirmatory factor analysis. 

GENERALIZABILITY. The interpretation of scores and how well they generalize across tasks, 

samples, and time points reflect the generalizability aspect of validity. It may be ascertained by a description 

of what the defined population and boundaries for that population are; the sample representativeness in 

the conducted study to validate the assessment; the employed design, data collection measures, 

procedures, and analyses within the validation study; a review of potential biases (e.g., sample selection 

bias or information bias) and confounds; as well as studies of replication. 

EXTERNAL. External validity is concerned with quantitative evidences including convergent, 

discriminant, and predictive forms of validity. Convergent validity measures the degree to which scores that 

should be related are in fact related to each other. For example, a measure of uppercase alphabet letter 

knowledge should be strongly correlated with a measure of lowercase alphabet letter knowledge, and a 

researcher-developed measure of receptive vocabulary should be moderately to strongly correlated with a 

standardized measure of receptive vocabulary like the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. Discriminant 

validity is characterized by how unrelated scores from two domains should be when they are expected to 

be unrelated. For example, a measure of alphabet letter knowledge should not be correlated with one’s 

intake of sugar sweetened beverages. Predictive validity is the longitudinal association between a test score 

at one time point and another test score at a later time point. 

CONSEQUENTIAL. One of the more hotly debated forms of validity is consequential validity (Cizek, 

Rosenberg, & Koons, 2008), and in the area of screening for dyslexia risk it is unsurprising that this should 

be a hallmark of evaluating screeners. Due to the confluence of accountability testing, screening legislation, 

IEP provision, and instructional and intervention supports for at risk readers, there is a burden on screener 
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developers and users to carefully take stock of implications of at risk and not at risk classifications on 

screeners specifically pertaining to what happens when correct decisions and decision errors occur. It is 

key that that score labels (e.g., high risk, moderate risk, low risk) are accurate and precise descriptors of 

what is being assessed (Messick, 1989), and that assessment developers and test users clearly describe, 

as well as possible, the potential and actual consequences of using a selected screener. 
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